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Abstract: A recent upgrade of the time domain multi-wavelength optical mammograph devel-
oped by Politecnico di Milano achieved good performance in laboratory tests [Biomed. Opt.
Express 9, 755 (2018).]. However, it proved unsatisfactory when in vivo measurements were
finally performed. That led to a further upgrade, including the replacement of the time-to-digital
converter with a new model, and the related set-up changes. The new instrument version
offers improved laboratory performance (as assessed through established protocols: BIP and
MEDPHOT) and good in vivo performance (extension of the scanned breast area, repeatability,
consistency of estimated tissue composition with physiology). Besides introducing the new
set-up and detailing its laboratory and in vivo performance, we highlight the importance of
systematic in vivo testing before entering clinical trials.

© 2021 Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement

1. Introduction

Neoadjuvant chemotherapy (NAC) is more and more widespread to reduce tumor size before
surgery and favor breast conserving lumpectomy [1]. Therapy monitoring is important in
order to assess effectiveness and determine if any adjustments are needed. Now-a-days, the
response to NAC is mainly monitored through magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and positron
emission tomography (PET) [2]. However, they are not recommended for frequent measurements
especially due to high costs, long examination times, and the need of toxic contrast agents. X-ray
mammography is not the preferred strategy for assessing response to NAC since it suffers from
low sensitivity to therapy-induced changes and implies the use of ionizing radiation, which should
be avoided when repeated exams are performed over a short period of time.

Non-invasiveness and sensitivity to changes in tissue composition and physiology are essential
features for a monitoring technique. Diffuse optics, and in particular its application to breast
imaging (i.e. optical mammography), could at least in principle address most of such clinical
needs [3–6], exploiting light to probe tissue composition and microstructure, as well as blood
parameters.

Several research groups have already obtained interesting results applying diffuse optics to
monitor NAC, with different instrument architectures and implementations [7]. Some of them
are cited in Table 1, where their key features are highlighted to show that differences exist in the
experimental approach as well as in the information on tissue they retrieve.

The majority of the set-ups were based on (or exploited also) the Frequency Domain (FD)
approach [3] and used PhotoMultiplier Tubes (PMTs) as detectors. Besides, hemoglobin was the
main tissue constituent that most research groups focused on.

A different implementation of diffuse optics is based on the Time Domain (TD) approach
[3]. In this framework, Taroni and coworkers from the Department of Physics at Politecnico
di Milano have developed and upgraded over time a TD optical mammograph operating at
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Table 1. Examples of studies about NAC monitoring with diffuse opticsa

Group Approach Geometry Detector Chromophores References

Tromberg CW / FD Reflectance APD HbO2, Hb, HbT, SO2, water, lipid [13,14]

Zhu FD Reflectance PMT HbO2, Hb, HbT [15,16]

Jiang FD Reflectance PMT HbO2, Hb, HbT, SO2, water [17,18]

Carp CW / FD Transmittance PMT / APD HbO2, Hb, HbT, SO2 [19]

Hielscher CW Reflectance PD HbO2, Hb, water, lipid [20,21]

aCW: Continuous Wave, FD: Frequency Domain, TD: Time Domain, APD: Avalanche PhotoDiode, PMT: PhotoMultiplier
Tube, PD: PhotoDiode, HbO2: Oxy-hemoglobin, Hb: Deoxy-hemoglobin, HbT: Total hemoglobin, SO2: Oxygen
Saturation.

multiple wavelengths over a broad spectral range. The instrument has already been employed in
clinical trials in the past, with the goal of investigating optical mammography as a means for the
assessment of breast density as a risk factor [8,9] and for the discrimination between malignant
and benign lesions [10–12].

NAC monitoring is the new emerging application we wish to explore with optical mammography.
For that purpose, we have recently realized a new implementation of our TD optical mammograph,
exploiting the large harvesting and processing capability of Silicon PhotoMultiplier (SiPM)-based
detection combined with parallel Time-to-Digital Conversion (TDC) acquisition, still preserving
the wide spectral coverage (635–1060 nm) required to investigate multiple tissue absorbers
[22]. The system was developed to enter a clinical study on the monitoring (and potentially the
prediction) of tumor response to NAC through TD diffuse optics, with particular emphasis on the
assessment of key tissue constituents other than hemoglobin, namely water, lipid and in particular
collagen, which plays a major role in tumor onset and progression [23] and could prove to affect
treatment and be a key biomarker of its efficacy [24,25]. Before entering the clinical study, we
tested the Technology Readiness Level (TRL) of our instrument, following a methodology initially
conceived at NASA to qualify space missions [26], and currently adopted in many contexts,
including EU funding agencies, whose definition we follow here [27]. Taken for granted from
previous studies and abundant literature, the first levels – i.e. TRL1= “Basic principles observed”,
TRL2= “Technology concept formulated”, TRL3= “Experimental proof of concept” – the system
passed all basic tests in the laboratory to comply with TRL4= “Technology validated in lab”. By
testing the system on healthy volunteers, in the path towards TRL5= “Technology validated in
relevant environment”, which in our case means “clinical settings”, we faced unexpected issues,
related to inter- and intra-subject variability and to the specificities of the in vivo conditions – as
detailed in Section 2.3. The system was thus upgraded, identifying new technologies that could
better face the in vivo-related issues, and tested again following standard protocols (BIP [28] and
MEDPHOT [29]) reaching TRL4 with better scores than the previous implementation. Further,
in the following preliminary in vivo tests on volunteers towards TRL5, the key hurdles were all
solved.

With this paper we wish to highlight the problems we encountered when passing from the lab
to the in vivo environment, and the solutions we adopted, which can be useful to other groups
working also on different applications (e.g., brain imaging). Further, we wish to contribute to the
formulation of good practices for the transition from TRL4 to TRL5. In the last two decades,
extensive work has been devoted to identify the relevant steps to pass TRL4, leading, for instance,
to three protocols for performance assessment of diffuse optics instruments (BIP, MEDPHOT,
NEUROPT [28–30]) and to a large multi-laboratory exercise (BITMAP [31,32]), which involved
7 Institutions and 10 diffuse optics systems. Conversely, the achievement of TRL5 in diffuse
optics applications is still largely subjective and lacks helpful guidelines, despite some remarkable
efforts, such as the ACRIN 6691 trial on breast NAC [13] or the SafeBoosC II initiative on
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brain oxygenation monitoring in preterm babies [33]. Our work adds a small contribution in
that direction, focusing on the steps needed to move from TRL4 to TRL5, by identifying some
parameters and tests (e.g., reproducibility in the quantification of tissue composition), which
according to our experience proved decisive when moving from lab to in vivo conditions. The
transition from TRL4 to TRL5 was also addressed by a recent workshop on “Performance
Assessment and Standardization in Biophotonics” held at the European Commission premises,
where a key conclusion was the need to anticipate as much as possible problems occurring in in
vivo validation to the lab stage, before long, expensive and ethically delicate clinical studies are
started [33]. This approach falls also in the direction of granting higher reliability, comparability
and traceability of clinical datasets at the basis of the fascinating perspectives of Open Science.

2. Instrument set-ups and performance assessment methods

2.1. Initial instrument set-up

The instrumental set-up that had recently successfully passed the laboratory performance
assessment [22] is briefly recalled for easier understanding of the following upgrades made to
address problems emerged during the in vivo tests.

The optical mammograph operates at 7 wavelengths in the red and near-infrared range, in the
time domain, in transmittance geometry, on a breast mildly compressed between plane parallel
glass plates. The measurement acquisition geometry is similar to the one adopted for x-ray
mammography, except for the fact that milder compression is applied and the patient is asked to
sit in front of the compression unit for a comfortable examination, as it takes significantly longer
(few minutes) than a conventional mammography. The compression unit can be rotated by angles
of up to 90° in both clockwise and counter-clockwise direction, thus enabling the acquisition of
images in the cranio-caudal (CC), medio-lateral or oblique (OB, 45°) views. Further details on
the compression unit can be found in [34].

As shown in Fig. 1 (top), 7 picosecond pulsed diode lasers (LDH-P-XXX, PicoQuant, Germany,
with XXX representing the nominal wavelength in nanometers) emitting at 635, 680, 785, 905,
930, 975 and 1060 nm are used as light sources, controlled by a single driver (PDL-828 “Sepia
II”, PicoQuant). Their repetition rate is 10 MHz and the average output power is in the range of
1–5 mW, depending on wavelength. Circular variable neutral density filters are placed on each of
the illumination paths to tune the light power independently for each wavelength. The emitted
pulses are properly delayed and then combined into a single injection fiber, resulting into a train
of 7 laser pulses at 7 different wavelengths in a time window of 100 ns (i.e. the laser pulses are
separated by about 14.3 ns). The fiber is followed by a lens producing a 5 mm-diameter collimated
beam that illuminates the breast. The breast is raster-scanned by the injection fiber, which is
axially aligned with a detection probe, composed of 8 SiPMs (S13360-1350PE, Hamamatsu
Photonics, Japan) in a square pattern and moved synchronously with the injection fiber.

The scan is limited to the breast area, so as to save measurement time and disk space. Therefore,
the scan range for both transverse and longitudinal directions depends on the breast size, with
a maximum scan range of 24× 18 cm2. With this initial set-up, measurements were regularly
performed every 1 mm along both transverse and longitudinal directions, for an acquisition time
of 25 ms/mm. For each wavelength and SiPM, the initial count rate was fixed at 150000 counts
per second. A complete scan usually required about 5 minutes, depending on the breast size. The
output signals were properly amplified from few mV to few tens of mV, and then translated to
Low-Voltage Transistor-Transistor Logic (LVTTL), as required by the Time-To-Digital Converter
model (SC-TDC 1000/08 S, Surface Concept, Germany [35]) chosen to acquire the time-resolved
transmittance curves.

As explained in [22], to provide proper photon-timing information the SC-TDC sync rate has
to be kept well below 7 MHz. Since the laser master oscillator rate was 10 MHz, a native sync
divider function (factor of 3) was exploited, thus resulting into the generation of 3 replicas of the
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Fig. 1. Initial instrument set-up (top) and in vivo test-driven instrument upgrade concerning
signal processing and acquisition electronics changed from SC-TDC to MH, (bottom).

7 Distributions of Time Of Flights (DTOFs) acquired due to the injection in the tissue of 7 laser
pulses at different wavelengths every 100 ns. The overall time scale of the SC-TDC was therefore
3 · 100 ns. To allow proper data analysis, the 3 DTOF replicas at the same wavelengths had to
be superposed in post-processing, thus summing up all the available information into a single
DTOF for each wavelength, in a procedure called refolding [22].

Software correction of the Differential Non-Linearity (DNL) of the TDC time scale was also
required, as discussed in the following.

2.2. In vivo test-driven instrument upgrade

The mechanical structure, light injection path and SiPM probe described in Section 2.1 were not
affected by the upgrades, which only involved the signal processing and acquisition electronics.
Specifically, in vivo measurements led to the replacement of the SC-TDC with the 8-channel
MultiHarp 150 8N from PicoQuant (Germany [36]), which became available in April 2019. The
use of the MultiHarp (MH) device also allowed the removal of the LVTTL translation stage
(Fig. 1, bottom), since the software setting of an input threshold is sufficient to recognize the
incoming signal properly.

The single acquisition time is still 25 ms, but, due to different processing modalities and
longer processing times of the MH (of the order of the chosen acquisition time, 25 ms, while
the SC-TDC latency was on average 3 ms), the measurement step was doubled to 2 mm. This
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guarantees comparable total scan duration as with the SC-TDC, still without limiting the spatial
resolution of the acquired images due to the intrinsic limits of diffuse optics.

2.3. Performance assessment protocols: BIP and MEDPHOT

The first step of the instrument characterization is carried out at a laboratory level by means
of two performance assessment protocols: BIP (Basic Instrumental Performance) [28] and
MEDPHOT [29]. They identify a few essential assays to investigate the key features of diffuse
optics instruments and require the implementation of point measurements on reference solid
phantoms, namely a phantom calibrated in attenuation and a set of 32 phantoms spanning a
wide range of optical properties. These standardized procedures allow one to compare the two
versions of the optical mammograph in terms of measurements outcomes rather than hardware
specifications. The phantom set is made of resin-based homogeneous cylinders (4.5 cm height,
10.5 cm diameter) combining 4 concentrations of TiO2 powder, as the diffusive material, with
8 different concentrations of black toner, responsible for the absorption properties, each one
identified with a letter and a number, respectively. The letter stands for the nominal reduced
scattering coefficient (A, B, C, D corresponding respectively to µ′s = 5, 10, 15, 20 cm−1) and
the number indicates the nominal absorption coefficient (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, corresponding
respectively to µa = 0, 0.05, 0.10, 0.15, 0.20, 0.25, 0.30, 0.35 cm−1), at 800 nm.

The full characterization of the initial set-up (Section 2.1) has already been reported elsewhere
[22]. In the following, we will focus only on some of the assays, the ones that highlight the
improvement of the upgrade with respect to the initial set-up and that are of major importance in
view of the clinical use of the instrument. In detail, we assessed the Differential Non-Linearity
(DNL) of the TDC time scale as regard the BIP protocol, the linearity, and the reproducibility in
measuring homogeneous optical properties for the MEDPHOT protocol.

- DNL represents the non-uniformity of the time channel width in a time-correlated single-photon
counting (TCSPC) system, which, in the case of the optical mammograph, is a TDC. The
DNL is recorded as the response to a continuous signal produced by a battery-powered
light source. Ideally, photon counts in all time channels should be identical (except for the
Poisson noise). The deviation from this behavior is evaluated in terms of peak-to-peak
difference normalized to the mean value:

εDNL =
NDNL,max − NDNL,min

NDNL
(1)

- Linearity illustrates the dependence of the measured optical properties (µa and µ′s) against
the conventionally true absorption and reduced scattering coefficients, for a total of four
linearity plots. Conventionally true values derive from a set of previous measures performed
in optimal conditions with independent set-ups.

- Reproducibility requires the repetition of a measurement on the same phantom under the same
experimental conditions on different days.

2.4. In vivo tests

Following a TRL methodological approach, after point measurements on reference phantoms, in
vivo measurements were performed with both instrument versions on 3 healthy women, with
the approval of the Ethical Committee of Politecnico di Milano and following written informed
consent. The goal of these in vivo measurements was to test: the extension of the scanned area
compared to the actual compressed breast; the reproducibility over repeated measurements; the
consistency of optically derived data with physiologic information on breast tissue. Considering
that the purpose of the tests is the validation of the instrument set-up only and not of the technique,
a limited number of subjects was deemed as sufficient.
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Scans were performed on both breasts (right, R, and left, L) and in two views (CC and OB).
After the breast placement in the compression unit, the free surface of the lower plate is shielded
with a black cloth, in order to avoid undesired reflections and light guiding that may cause
artifacts [34] and to ensure that the probe scans only the breast volume, thus preventing needless
acquisitions and the consequent increase in the overall scan time. During the measurement, the
room is illuminated only by green light, so to avoid interference with the red and near-infrared
laser light emitted and collected by the instrument. The Instrument Response Function (IRF)
is acquired by measuring the DTOF transmitted through a Teflon sample placed between the
mammograph plates set as close as possible to each other. Before each acquisition, the breast
profile is outlined on transparent paper just after breast positioning and compression, thus
highlighting the actual borders of the breast and of the contact area. This is useful to compare
the resulting scan with the actual extension of the compressed breast.

Each volunteer underwent 3 measurement sessions on different days within one week to
minimize the effects of the menstrual cycle and more generally of any physiological changes in
the breast.

2.5. Data analysis

Time domain multi-wavelength data from the optical mammograph are analyzed with a fitting
procedure based on the use of the homogeneous diffusion model for photon migration in turbid
media under the Extrapolated Boundary Conditions [37]. The compressed breast is modelled as
an infinite slab. The use of the homogeneous model allows us to retrieve the optical properties of
the tissue averaged over the light path. The difference between the 7 experimental curves (one
for each wavelength) and the corresponding 7 convolutions between IRF and theoretical DTOF
is minimized employing the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm [38]. The parameters of interest
are µa and µ′s as optical properties, oxy and deoxy-hemoglobin, water, lipids and collagen as
chromophores (i.e. tissue constituents), a and b as scattering parameters.

The chromophore concentrations and scattering parameters are derived exploiting the spectral
relation of the absorption and reduced scattering coefficients with the Beer law and the Mie
theory, respectively:

µa(λ) =
∑︂

i
εi(λ)Ci (2)

µ
′
s(λ) = a

(︃
λ

λ0

)︃−b
(3)

where λ is the wavelength, εi(λ) the extinction coefficient and Ci the concentration of the ith
chromophore; b is the scattering slope, related to the size of the scattering centers, a is the
scattering amplitude, related to their density, λ0 = 600 nm [39,40].

Even though chromophore concentrations and scattering parameters could be retrieved in a
2-step procedure, a global fitting procedure that employs all the wavelengths at once, in a “spectral
approach”, is preferable. In fact, by expressing µa and µ′s in the diffusion equation directly using
the above relations Eq. (2) and (3), the number of unknowns reduces, thus improving robustness
and stability of the results [41,42]. Repeating these procedures for all measurement points,
bidimensional spatial distributions of the chromophore concentrations and scattering parameters
of the scanned breast area are produced.

For each volunteer and session, a Region Of Interest (ROI) is delimited and identically applied
to all bidimensional maps to estimate average values. Two ROI selection methods are employed
with different purposes:

- Composition-based method: a rectangular ROI is manually demarcated, small enough to
enclose an area of homogeneous composition. This method depends on the operator’s
choice, but allows one to compare local areas.
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- Barycenter-based method: a reference area is automatically defined by maintaining only
those transmittance curves whose barycenter is greater than or equal to the median of the
barycenters of all the transmittance curves. This way, the ROI choice is unambiguous and
excludes boundaries, where the breast is not in contact with the compression plates.

Then, the CV over the 3 sessions is computed in order to evaluate reproducibility.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Goals of in vivo measurements

The preliminary measurements on the 3 healthy women aim at testing: the instrument ability to
scan wholly and only the breast area; the reproducibility of measurements performed on close
days; the consistency of the optical information with breast physiology.

The ability to scan efficiently the breast area depends both on the instrument and on the
breast variability, which emerges both at intra-subject and inter-subject level. Thus, the optical
mammograph must be able to adapt to all possible scenarios, depending on breast composition,
size and thickness.

The instrument reproducibility plays a fundamental role in longitudinal studies (such as the one
in which the instrument is currently enrolled), because optical data must be sensitive to changes
in breast composition over time. In the preliminary in vivo tests, the average of chromophore
concentrations and optical properties were computed over a large portion of the breast (within
ROIs defined with the barycentre-based method, as defined in Section 2.5). The variation of the
averages over different sessions was expressed in terms of CV, where a low CV indicates that the
measurement is reproducible.

Finally, optically derived parameters were averaged over local areas as well as the entire breast
to check whether the results are compatible with known information on the breast physiology.

3.2. Stages of the instrumental upgrade

The validation of the optical mammograph for NAC monitoring, including the sequence of point
measurements on phantoms, scans of a breast-shaped phantom, and in vivo tests, was performed
first on the initial architecture (Section 2.1), thus highlighting its limitations, and then repeated
after the upgrade (Section 2.2) made to remove them.

The full results of the BIP and MEDPHOT protocols obtained on the initial instrument set-up
have already been described previously [22]. They proved the quality of the new detection chain,
composed by the combination of SiPMs and TDC, provided that refolding of the time scale and
DNL correction were implemented to compensate for the SC model limits.

After the characterization with point measurements, scans were obtained on a breast-shaped
silicone phantom (as the one represented in Fig. 2). The scan correctly covered the whole
phantom extension without exceeding its borders. The good quality of the scan, combined with
previous positive results, suggested that the optical mammograph was ready for in vivo tests.

The key limitations we encountered when moving from laboratory to in vivo validation were:
1) insufficient dynamic range in the acquisition set-up causing the system to saturate across the
breast scan for some breast types due to reduced thickness at the borders (see Section 3.4); 2) high
day-by-day variability in the retrieved tissue composition; 3) in some cases, inconsistency of the
retrieved breast composition with respect to independent information available on breast tissue.
These limitations emerged only during the in vivo tests, implying that the BIP and MEDPHOT
standardized protocols are important to reach a validation at a laboratory level (TRL4), but they
alone are not enough to fully assess the instrument performance under in vivo conditions towards
accomplishment of TRL5.

The specific aspects will be discussed in the following (Section 3.4), for easier comparison of
results achieved with the SC-TDC and MH.
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Fig. 2. Total count rate image (left) resulting from the scan of a breast-shaped silicone
phantom performed with the initial instrument set-up. The phantom is composed of two
specular parts, which need to be perfectly overlapped. Four totally absorbing inclusions of
different sizes are localized in a slice, flush with the internal surface (center). The phantom
reproduces the reduction in thickness on the borders of a compressed breast, as it can be
observed from the front view (nipple point of view, right).

In light of the results we obtained, the SC model, despite being a valid TDC, proved unable
to guarantee optimal performances at the conditions defined by our optical mammograph. The
SC-TDC is designed mainly for high-energy physics applications and requires substantial data pre-
processing when used in TD diffuse optics. It can represent a good choice for a high-throughput
detection chain, but it is not suitable in our measurement conditions, as it cannot manage the
wide count rate dynamics experienced over short time intervals, when the scan moves close to
the border of the compressed breast. Thus, the detection chain was upgraded, still using SiPMs
as detectors and a TDC for TCSPC (Section 2.2). Specifically, our demanding measurement
conditions could be properly managed with a device only recently become commercially available:
the MH, designed for TCSPC applications and specifically optimized to boost single-photon
data throughput. The TDC replacement allowed us to improve and simplify the set-up, with the
removal of the LVTTL stage. Furthermore, refolding and DNL correction are no longer needed,
reducing signal manipulation. Table 2 summarizes the relevant specifications of the two TDC
devices.

Table 2. Comparison between relevant SC-TDC and MH specificationsa

Feature SC-TDC MH

DNL <90% <10%

Maximum sync rate 7 MHz 78 MHz

Maximum throughput 40 Mcps 180 Mcps

Dead time 5.5 ns <650 ps

Price € €€€

aNominal values reported in [43] and [22] for SC-TDC and [36] for MH.

As specified in Section 2.2, to cope with its higher latency between subsequent measurements
(about 25 ms vs 3 ms for SC-TDC), the use of the MH implied an increase from 1 mm to 2 mm in
the data acquisition step (and correspondingly in the image pixel size). However, that change
does not significantly affect the imaging performances and does not introduce any relevant loss
in terms of reconstructed parameters, taking into account the limited spatial resolution of diffuse
optics.
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3.3. BIP and MEDPHOT with the new set-up

The application of the BIP and MEDPHOT protocols offered a direct way to compare the
measurement outcomes of the two instrument versions. The protocols were applied for all the 7
wavelengths, but, for the sake of brevity, only findings at one representative wavelength (785 nm)
will be described, where applicable.

To highlight the measured DNL, Fig. 3 shows the number of recorded photon counts normalized
to the mean value as a function of the bin number, within a time window of about 4 ns to
better appreciate the DNL pattern. Since any non-uniformity affects the reconstructed optical
parameters, proper compensation methods must be applied in post-processing in case the DNL is
too large. The SC-TDC, whose time channel width is 82.3 ps, exhibits a strong DNL (maximum
εDNL = 88%, computed using Eq. (1), with a periodic jigsaw pattern. The compensation algorithm
we applied dramatically reduces it to a residual value of 4%. On the contrary, for the MH (time
channel width equal to 80 ps), εDNL is 2% at maximum, with no need for correction strategies.

Fig. 3. Normalized counts over time bins for SC-TDC (with and without correction
algorithm) and for MH.

The linearity plots illustrated in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 are one of the outputs of the MEDPHOT
protocol. Linearity investigates the relationship between nominal and measured optical properties
and the coupling between absorption and scattering, which could compromise the capability
of the instrument to detect changes in an optical property. Moreover, good linearity in the
estimate of the absorption properties grants the correctness of the relative concentrations of the
tissue constituents. In the plots shown in Fig. 5, each diamond corresponds to one of the 32
phantoms. Each combination of color (i.e. blue, red, green or yellow) and symbol (i.e. full
or empty diamond) corresponds to a specific letter (A, B, C, D) or number (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,
8) sequence. Letter (number) sequences represent increasing values of the conventionally true
reduced scattering (absorption) coefficient. Straight lines derive from the linear interpolation
based on the first 4 values of a sequence. Line slopes are compared in terms of angular coefficient
m. By comparison with the linearity plots obtained with the SC-TDC set-up carried out at the
beginning of the validation process (Fig. 4), a slight, but not negligible overall improvement of the
performances can be observed using the MH (Fig. 5), which is very beneficial for a longitudinal
study. The results for a single wavelength (785 nm) are reported, since it is representative of all
the others (see Supplementary Material).

Figure 5(a) illustrates the reconstructed absorption coefficient with respect to the nominal one.
It reveals a good linearity of the measured absorption properties, with an improvement especially
on series A (corresponding to µ′s = 5 cm−1) with respect to the SC counterparts (the ideal angular
coefficient is mideal = 1 and experimentally we obtain mMHA,abs = 1.13 vs mSCA, abs = 1.24).

The improvement is even clearer in Fig. 5(b), showing the reconstructed absorption coefficient
vs the nominal scattering coefficient, thus highlighting the absorption-to-scattering coupling.
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Fig. 4. Linearity plots for the upgraded SC-TDC-based mammograph at 785 nm: a)
measured absorption vs nominal absorption; b) measured absorption-to-scattering coupling;
c) measured scattering vs nominal scattering; d) measured scattering-to-absorption coupling.

The coupling is now totally negligible: the lines are fairly horizontal (the ideal angular coefficient
should be null), with an average angular coefficient for series 1 to 7 equal to mMHav,1−7 = 6.9×10−4.
An exception occurs for the phantoms with highest absorption (series 8: µa = 0.35 cm−1,
corresponding to the yellow line with empty diamonds), for which a slight positive coupling
arises (mMH8 = 3.8 × 10−3). The same plot for the SC-TDC shows generally higher slopes, e.g.
an angular coefficient 4 times larger for series 4 and 5, which reveals absorption-to-scattering
coupling.

Figure 5(c) displays the reconstructed scattering coefficient vs the nominal absorption coefficient.
The new set-up results indicate a smaller scattering-to-absorption coupling for low scattering
values. In fact, the variation of the measured µs

′ along the x axis for the A series (mMHA,sca = 2.74)
is now about half compared to the SC-TDC case (mSCA,sca = 5.82), while the B (µ′s = 10 cm−1,
in red) and C (µ′s = 15 cm−1, in green) series show results similar to the previous configuration.
The D series (µ′s = 20 cm−1, in yellow), on the contrary, exhibits now a steeper trend line
(mMHD = 17.46 vs mSCD = 8.81). However, the angular coefficients reduce if we consider all
the 8 data points rather than the first 4, but the MH value remains higher than the SC-TDC
counterpart (mMHD = 7.09 vs mSCD = 1.85).

Finally, Fig. 5(d) shows the reconstructed reduced scattering coefficient vs the nominal one.
With respect to the SC-TDC-based outcomes, the intercept values of lines are now smaller
(the average value for the new set-up is qMH,av = 0.48 cm−1, while for the initial one it is
qSC,av = 1.40 cm−1).
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Fig. 5. Linearity plots for the upgraded MH-based mammograph at 785 nm.

In general, better results are obtained for the absorption coefficient (Fig. 5(a) and Fig. 5(b),
maximum angular coefficient deviation from ideal behaviour equal to ∆mMHabs = 0.15) rather
than for scattering (Fig. 5(c) and Fig. 5(d), ∆mMHsca = 6.09).

Figure 6 shows the results for the reproducibility assay. It examines the instrument reliability
and self-consistency over time, which is particularly important for clinical studies, both transversal
and longitudinal ones, to correctly investigate differences among subjects measured at different
times and changes over time in the same subject, respectively. The absorption and the reduced
scattering coefficient of a specific phantom (B2: µa = 0.05 cm−1, µ′s = 10 cm−1) were measured
on 3 different days and the variations ∆µa and ∆µs

′ with respect to the mean were computed (i.e.
the 0% horizontal line in Fig. 6). As regard the SC-TDC, variations of the optical properties
remain within± 3%. At λ= 785 nm, the CV is 1.3% for µa and 2.4% for µs

′. As regards the MH,
variations are smaller than 1%, with a CV of 0.62% for µa and 0.65% for µs

′. Fluctuations of the
measured optical properties on phantoms, then, are negligible in both cases, as compared to intra-
and inter-subject variability expected for in vivo measurements.

3.4. In vivo measurements with the new set-up

The study on the same 3 healthy volunteers as considered previously was repeated on the upgraded
set-up, maintaining the same protocol and data analysis method.

The first immediate achievement is the extension of the scanned area. Figure 7 reports the
same breast and view scanned at different times with the two set-ups. The increase in output
count rate caused by the thickness reduction at breast borders overcame the SC-TDC maximum
throughput, thus strongly limiting the imaged area and not allowing a complete breast scan with
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Fig. 6. Reproducibility plots for SC-TDC and MH: variation in absorption coefficient (left)
and reduced scattering coefficient (right) over different days.

the previous set-up (Fig. 7(a)). Instead, now (Fig. 7(b)) the projection portrays the whole breast,
including the portion not in direct contact with the glass plates of the compression unit, thanks to
the much higher maximum throughput of the MH, never reached during measurements. That
is the reason why the breast boundary is also smoother. In a clinical setting, it is important to
probe the whole breast area, since tumors could potentially be located also in the peripheral area.
The core of the image with the breast in contact (dashed red line) looks darker as compared to
Fig. 7(a) simply because the full-scale range of the image is now polarized by the higher counts
on the border.

Fig. 7. Count rate image, obtained summing all wavelengths and all detectors contributions,
of the same CC R view acquired with the SC-TDC (a) and MH (b). The red curves highlight
the actual borders of the breast (solid line) and the extension of the contact area (dashed
line).

To quantify the improvement in terms of dynamic range, we computed the ratio between the
maximum (reached at the border of the breast) and minimum (when no photons arrived at the
detector, thus recording only dark count noise) overall count rates obtained during the scan for
each image, summing up information from all wavelengths and all detectors. The maximum
count rate successfully recorded with the SC-TDC (MH) is 39.373 M (161.686 M) counts per
second (cps). In both cases, the contribution of dark counts is 700 kcps, thus resulting into a
dynamic range of 56.25 (230.98) with the SC-TDC (MH). It is therefore clear that the extended
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imaging capability observed when using the MH is strongly linked to the increase in the dynamic
range by more than a factor of 4.

In order to assess the consistency of optical data with the breast structure, the average compo-
sition was estimated in different areas within the same breast and compared with independent
information. The mammary gland is composed of fibro-glandular tissue, mainly localized in the
outer quadrants. Then, higher concentration of water and collagen and lower content of lipids are
expected with respect to adipose tissue (inner quadrants). Figure 8 shows an example of the two
ROIs used to evaluate the composition of the mammary gland (red, outer quadrant) with respect
to the adipose tissue (blue, inner quadrant). To support the different composition expected in the
two areas, the corresponding x-ray image is also reported.

Fig. 8. Water map of subject #2 (a) and corresponding x-ray mammogram (b), CC R view.
The red and blue rectangles identify the composition-based ROIs selected as representative
of the outer and inner quadrant, respectively.

Table 3 reports water, collagen and lipids content in the external and internal quadrants (CC R
view) of the 3 subjects averaged over the 3 measurement sessions. Expectations are confirmed
for all volunteers. These results indicate that the optical information is sensitive to the breast
composition and will hopefully allow us to track its changes over time.

Table 3. Tissue composition (water, collagen and lipids) in the outer and inner quadrants averaged
over the 3 measurement sessions.

Subject #1 Subject #2 Subject #3

Component Outer Inner Outer Inner Outer Inner

Water [mg/cm3] 333 240 201 117 231 183

Collagen [mg/cm3] 96.6 55.4 83.7 34.6 32.4 22.7

Lipids [mg/cm3] 524 643 661 758 695 740

Table 4, Table 5 and Table 6 report the complete data set obtained from the CC R and L views
of the 3 subjects with the upgraded optical mammograph. Mean chromophore concentrations
and scattering parameters were derived applying the barycenter-based ROI selection method. CV
values obtained for both the initial (CVSC) and the new (CVMH) configurations are reported. The
last two columns ((R - L)/R) list the percentage difference in mean value for each chromophore
between R and L breasts, normalized to R values. Once again, the comparison between
contralateral breasts was carried out for both the instrument versions.

In Table 4, the CV for subject #1 ranges from 1% to 9% over the 3 sessions (vs 3% to 43% with
the SC-TDC counterpart), while Table 5, dedicated to subject #2, shows a maximum CV equal to
10% (vs 42%) for the right breast and 13% for the left one (vs 33%). In Table 6 (subject #3), the
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Table 4. Average values of chromophore concentrations derived with the barycenter-based ROI
selection method in the 3 measurement sessions with the new set-up on subject #1 (CC R and L

views). CVs and comparison between contralateral breasts are provided for both set-up versionsa

Right breast Left breast

Session CV Session CV (R - L)/R

Parameter 1 2 3 SC MH 1 2 3 SC MH SC MH

a 14.0 13.5 13.7 17 2 13.8 13.7 13.5 11 1 0 0

b 0.71 0.69 0.69 12 2 0.67 0.65 0.61 17 5 23 8

Water 293 301 302 7 2 278 291 280 3 3 −6 5

Collagen 72 77 79 43 4 69 78 80 29 8 −21 0

Lipids 588 560 561 5 3 592 571 603 7 3 −5 −3

HbT 17 17 15 7 9 16 16 14 5 8 1 6

SO2 73 72 69 10 3 70 73 70 9 2 −11 0

Table 5. Average values of chromophore concentrations derived with the barycenter-based ROI
selection method in the 3 measurement sessions with the new set-up on subject #2 (CC R and L

views). CVs and comparison between contralateral breasts are provided for both set-up versionsa

Right breast Left breast

Session CV Session CV (R - L)/R

Parameter 1 2 3 SC MH 1 2 3 SC MH SC MH

a 11.3 11.6 11.2 2 2 10.2 9.9 10.7 11 4 2 10

b 0.85 0.77 0.95 16 10 0.93 0.78 0.74 18 12 22 5

Water 198 181 180 8 6 180 168 178 6 4 15 6

Collagen 58 57 53 42 5 42 52 53 33 12 −29 13

Lipids 674 671 697 2 2 599 670 637 8 6 −1 7

HbT 8 8 7 10 6 12 10 9 15 13 −31 −35

SO2 63 69 58 17 8 66 68 62 3 5 −26 −3

Table 6. Average values of chromophore concentrations derived with the barycenter-based ROI
selection method in the 3 measurement sessions with the new set-up on subject #3 (CC R and L

views). CVs and comparison between contralateral breasts are provided for both set-up versionsa

Right breast Left breast

Session CV Session CV (R - L)/R

Parameter 1 2 3 SC MH 1 2 3 SC MH SC MH

a 13.8 13.4 13.7 1 1 14.3 13.8 13.8 6 2 −10 −2

b 0.65 0.61 0.75 23 11 0.63 0.50 0.64 11 13 25 12

Water 199 204 209 5 2 195 199 207 6 3 3 2

Collagen 28 31 13 96 41 27 35 16 45 37 −54 −8

Lipids 726 716 677 3 4 729 725 703 1 2 −3 −2

HbT 18 17 16 19 6 17 17 17 20 2 3 0

SO2 77 73 69 8 5 75 76 72 8 3 −1 −2

aa [cm−1], b adimentional, water, collagen and lipids [mg/cm3], HbT [µM], SO2 [%], CV [%], (R - L)/R [%].
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CV for all parameters never exceeds 13% (vs 23%), except for collagen. The high variability
observed on collagen may be at least partly attributed to its concentration (which is particularly
low in this subject) and its low specific absorption, yielding to a contribution to the overall tissue
absorption that is small and consequently difficult to accurately quantify. Furthermore, the large
CV is caused by a drop in collagen content estimated in the third session. Since it occurs in
both breasts (R and L) and in both views (CC and OB), it might at least in part be attributed
to physiological changes related to the menstrual cycle. Specifically, data collected on subject
3 in session 3 show some increase in the estimated water content, which may correspond to
tissue swelling and overall reduction in the density of other constituents. Finally, the percentage
comparison between mean values of R and L breasts confirms the improvement achieved with the
MH-based set-up and reveals overall small differences after the upgrade. The largest percentage
variations are related to the parameters described by small numbers. Such variations are in line
with the CVs obtained over sessions and could be due to the fact that contralateral breasts are
never perfectly identical.

These data suggest an acceptable level of reproducibility for the clinical trial. Such an
improvement is mainly due to the reduced signal manipulation (no DNL correction nor refolding)
and depends only marginally on the larger extension of the probed breast area (that in principle
could better average over tissue heterogeneity). Moreover, the similar results obtained for the
right and left breast support the hypothesis of data consistency, already made based on the
comparison between outer and inner quadrants.

Table 7 reports the mean values and the CV over sessions for each parameter, comparing CC
R and OB R views for all participants. CC and OB views show very similar results, especially as
regard the main constituents of breast tissue: water and lipids. The percentage difference of their
CC and corresponding OB averages is never larger than 2% (at maximum 8 mg/cm3) and their
CV over sessions ranges from 1% to 6%. Collagen and hemoglobin are generally higher in the
OB view than the CC counterpart, probably because it probes a larger portion of fibro-glandular
tissue. However, these parameters also show higher variability than the two major constituents.
The comparison confirms that collagen is the component with the highest fluctuations when its
concentration is low (CV equal to 41% for CC and 26% for OB in subject #3), followed by the b
parameter. In fact, collagen and b are both linked to the scattering properties of the tissue, for
which also the linearity test of the MEDPHOT protocol registers higher variability with respect
to absorption. Still with reference to the reproducibility assay of the MEDPHOT protocol, in
vivo measurements report larger CV values than phantom measurements (below 1%), but this
was expected due to the intrinsic heterogeneity and variability over time of the breast tissue.

Table 7. Mean values (Avg) and CVs of chromophores concentrations and scattering parameters
for each subject, over the three sessions with the new set-up. CC R and OB R views a

Subject #1 Subject #2 Subject #3

CC OB CC OB CC OB

Parameter Avg CV Avg CV Avg CV Avg CV Avg CV Avg CV

a 13.7 2 12.8 5 11.4 2 10.9 4 13.6 1 12.3 6

b 0.70 2 0.71 9 0.86 10 0.66 12 0.67 11 0.59 24

Water 299 2 300 1 186 6 182 3 204 2 208 2

Collagen 76 4 82 5 56 5 69 9 24 41 58 26

Lipids 570 3 564 3 681 2 685 2 706 4 698 4

HbT 16 9 17 9 8 6 9 15 17 6 20 7

SO2 71 3 68 1 63 8 68 1 73 5 80 6

aa [cm−1], b adimentional, water, collagen and lipids [mg/cm3], HbT [µM], SO2 [%], CV [%].
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4. Conclusion

This paper presented the characterization of a further upgraded version of the time domain
multi-wavelength optical mammograph developed by Politecnico di Milano. The tests followed
a growing complexity: from standardized protocols on phantoms, to measurements on a
breast-shaped phantom up to in vivo measurements on volunteers.

The same in vivo measurements performed on a previously upgraded version (exploiting a
multi-SiPM detection probe and a multi-channel TDC for data acquisition) highlighted limitations
that had not emerged during extensive laboratory tests, and led to the replacement of the TDC.
The new model demonstrated improved performances in time domain diffuse optics, stemming
from ongoing technological advancements in the field. Specifically, the new set-up features good
consistency between optically derived parameters and breast physiology and improved linearity
and reproducibility of the retrieved optical properties, which will hopefully allow us to monitor
longitudinal changes in tissue composition during chemotherapy.

This experience also pointed out how important is a thorough characterization of instruments
developed for in vivo studies, where laboratory conditions ensure reproducibility and comparability,
but only in vivo tests on healthy volunteers can effectively investigate the performance in real
measurement conditions, as some aspects cannot be replicated in laboratory.

Following satisfactory characterization, the instrument has now started a clinical trial on the
optical monitoring of neoadjuvant chemotherapy.
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